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UPD ends
investigation
of dummy

Officials: Here’s. . . A. J.
No more
free play
Fees to be charged
for main gym use

By Bryan Gold
Daly stall writer
’At this time, it appears
A University Police Department
investigation of a stuffed dummy that there is no need for
hung from a tree in the art quad a criminal investigawill not be pursued. according to
tion.’
officials.
Lori Stahl.
"At this time, it appears that
public information officer
there is no need for a criminal
investigation," said Lori Stahl,
SJSU public affairs officer on Mon- University," Pro Wings hightop
shoes and sprayed with dark paint
day.
-The University Police did look on the exterior.
University Police Department
into the matter but they are not purofficials took custody of the stuffed
suing it."
The dummy was taken down dummy Friday morning. according
between I p.m. and 2 p.m. on to the Student Affirrnative Action
Thursday by officials from SJSU’s office.
UPD spokesman Richard Staley
Student Affirmative Action office
after it upset minority high school confirmed that the dummy ivas in
students visiting from Oakland, the custody of the department but
according to Angel Johnson. out- referred all questions to Stahl.
Stahl said that the dummies were
reach officer.
Johnson said Thursday that the put in the art quad late Wednesday
dummy was taken down when the night.
According to Johnson, the
department was notified, .
stuffed dummy was iipsseci dummy along withi1ieii
inlfght blue pants. a swilashirt liave been a pail of a c9Ilagg tog
with a hood that said "Georgetown
See HANGING,
e5

By Angus Klein
Daily staff writer

Although the Event Center’s
main basketball court was originally meant to he available to all students for open recreation, it has
been primarily used by the to the
SJSU basketball and volleyball
squads.
Budget constraints have strangled the flexibility of the Student
Union and the Event Center in particular, bringing officials to conclude that it’s too costly to allow
students to use the main arena
without monetary compensation
from users.
At the Student Union Board of
Directors meeting last week, a
lengthy debate broke out about the
purpose of this arena.
"It cost around $65 an hour to
operate the lights and air conditioning tin the main arena).- said
Cathy Busalacchi. Event Center
recreation director.
Students play basketball in the
Event Center’s smaller gym. hut
must share the gym with badminton and volleyball players.
"A lot of times I come down to
use the small basketball courts and
I can’t because it’s being used for
another sport," said Keith Taylor. a
sophomore speech communications major.
The weathering of the main
arena’s court surface is another
cost the Event Center officials
must budget for, according to Pat
Wiley, Student Union associate
executive director. Wiley said the
cost to maintain the surface would
add further stress to an already
tight budget.
Costs were the main issues in
SU BOD’s debate.
-I’m not too concerned about
the wear and tear costs on the
Event Center." said Faculty Athletic Representative Charlie Whit comb. "I’d like to see it be used by
the students."
SUBOD member Amen Washington agreed with Whitcomb.
"Many students are concerned

Weather
Increasing winds, but mostly
sunny. Highs to the upper 60s.
lows down to the mid 40s.
National Weather Serve( e

Report finds campus
asbestos levels safe
By Alamos Azcarate
Daly stall wnter

David Cota watches his
ABOVE
bird, A.J., dunk a ball into a hoop.
Johnny Carson gave Cota the bird
after his old bird, Axl, was
accidentally killed before appearing
on "The Tonight Show." See story
page 4
RIGHT

Amosite and chrysotile two
different types of asbestos can
he found in almost every building
at SJSU. hut there is no need to be
alarmed, officials said.
The SJSU Facilities Development and Operations and Environmental Health and Safety departments have prepared a report concerning the presence and location of
asbestos in campus buildings.
So far, where asbestos containing
materials were found. they were
generally in good condition.
This is the second report prepared at SJSU since 1958. when the
legislature passed the California
Health and Safety Code requiring

is an Indian Ringneek

Photos by Dan Ocampo

See COURT, page 5

state employees to be notified of
the presence of asbestos in their
workplaces.
The report lists the location, type.
percentage and physical description
of asbestos found in SJSU facilities.
Most of the asbestos-containing
materials are used as wall, ceiling
and pipe insulation, and as long as
they don’t age. get damaged or
deteriorate, the materials won’t
release hazardous asbestos fibers
into the air.
But even when asbestos fibers
are released into the air, quantity
and duration of the exposure to
asbestos fibers determine the risks.
"We have to take a look to what
we call dose response. how much is
See REPORT, page $

Spartan Shops jump on Candidates do last-minute campaigning
reusable cup bandwagon
The race ’is close
Associated Press

By Jill Brant
Special to the Day
After a month -long delis . the
Sports Sipper went on sale at Spartan Shops’ eateries Monday.
The reusable 32-ounce clear cup
will cost an initial $1.19 and will
include a redeemable coupon for a
free fill up of a Coca-Cola product
at the Student Union cafeteria.
Spartan Bookstore. bakery. Roost
or Spartan Pub.
Spartan Shops’ order for the cups
was misplaced by the Harmony
Container Company and the shipment was delayed four weeks.
according to Michele Gendreau.
departmental operations manager of
.
Spartan Dining Service.
-We want to he supportive of
people’s choices. We aren’t here to
make people’s choices for them.
We are here to provide alternatives
to our customers." said Gendreau.
Refills for the cups will he 69
cents for Coca-Cola products. The
company co-sponsored the cups
and it’s logo is on the side of cups.
according to Gendreau.
(endreau added that early next
semester a 20-ounce reusable hot

mug should also he aallahle from
Spartan Shops.
The logo on one side of the cold
cups will read EACH. earth
awareness can help ---- encircling a
picture of the planet in blue. The
E.A.C.11. slogan was developed to
"provide students with a focal point
for all of our environmental programs." Gendreau said. 11w other
side will have a red Coca-Cola
logo.
Gendreau said that because
Coca-Cola is a sponsor. Spartan
Shops is gearing its promotion
towards the company’s products.
Customers can fill their cups
with other drinks but "we’re not
advertising it." Gendreau said.
People who wish to refill with
something else would pay more
than 69 cents, according to Gendreau. She would not say how
re other product% would
much
cost. hut did say that the prices
would he available front cashiers to
those wishing to purchase non
Coke products.
The decision to atIll the reusable
See CI ’PS, page 5
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Democrat Dianne Feinstein and
Republican Pete Wilson entered
the gubernatorial home stretch
Monday
with final I I I (’TION
statewide
fly -around
111(10
tours to rally
supporters for extensive get -out the-vote drives.
Polls will he open from 7 a.m.
until 8 p.m. today at 26.000
precincts across the state. Election officials expect slightly more
than 8 million voters to cast ballots, including up to 1.5 million
who have received absentee ballots to vote by mail.
The linal round of independent
polls all reported Wilson leading.
but by inconclusive margins of I
percent to 8 percent. That is close
enough for both sides to believe
tlw race may he decided by which
rimis does the hest .joh of getting
it, %uteri to the polls.
Today. SJSU College Repubhans will call Republicans in
’,iota Clara County and encourage them to vote. said Theresa
.lacolis. College Republicans pre’. -

Pete Wilson

enough for both
sides to believe the
race may be decided
by which party does
the best job of getting its voters to the
polls.’

dent.
Jacobs called the tactic "phone
banking for the mainly" and said
it is necessary because "people get
so busy they forget" to vote.
SJSU ’s Campus Democrat%
have been doing phone banking
for several weeks, targeting some
50.000 mostly minority voters
between the ages of 18 and 25.
said Kristi Nowak, Campus
Demticrats member.
The group has also offered
information on the many initiatives and on voter registration
through its booths on campus.
Nowak said the response to

Diane Feinstein

campus get-out-the-vote activ limes
has been good. and that Fein stein’s visit to SJSU on Nov. I
prompted more calls to the Campus Democrats for intimation.
"People are realizing they need
to he informed and aware,Nelwak said.
The race for governor wasn’t
the only close contest, Polls also
said the campaign over the Proposition 128 "Big Green" environmental initiative and the nickel -adrink liquor tax proposal were too
close to call.
Kevin Morris. secretary for
Students Affiliation for Environ-

mental Respect at S.M.. said hi.
group has "a lot of individuals
involved in phone banking and
walking the precincts" in support
of "Big Green.- "We try to identity yes voters in certain areas.
They can tip the scale." Morris
said.
"We have more man -power
than money" as opposed to industry backed groups. he added.
Also too close to call were the
races between Republican Dan
Lungren and Democrat Arlo
Smith for attorney general and
between Republican Tom Hayes
and Democrat Kathleen Brown
for treasurer.
Democrats Leo McCarthy.
Gray Davis. March Fong Eu and
John Garamendi were favored
over Republican challengers in
the races for lieutenant governor.
controller, secretary of state and
insurance commissioner. respec
lively. All except Garamendi are
incumbents.
Altogether, the statewide ballot
contains 28 ballot propositions.
including a confusing array ot
See VOTE, page 5
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EDITORIALS

The SPARTAN DAILY recommends:

Hammer time, for now

GOVERNOR

San Jose mayoral race
The
between Susan Hammer and
Frank Fiscalini presents
voters, in an especially evil election
year. with one more decision over
which candidate is the lesser of two
evils.
Fiscalini, a former administrator of
hospitals and schools, was too vague
about what he would do if he were
elected and flip-flopped on the
important issue of San Jose’s growth
rate when the faster-growth stance he
took early in the campaign proved
unpopular.
Hammer, the councilwoman
representing District 3 where SJSU
and downtown are located, already
showed that she is indifferent to the
desires of the voting SJSU students
and ran a dirty, low-class campaign
against Fiscalini.
Hammer at least has some past
record of accomplishment at City Hall
and is able to speak specifically about
what she would like to accomplish as
mayor.
While Fiscalini talked ambiguously
about the need to speed up the
development of mass transit and of
the benefits to be gained from
bringing more business downtown,
Hammer outlined the work she has
done on committees that have helped

plan downtown redevelopment, the
Light rail and a future plan to bring
BART to San Jose.
Also, we are disturbed by
Fiscalini’s about-face on the issue of
growth. San Jose already looks too
much like Los Angeles.
Although Fiscalini claims now to be
committed to a slow -growth policy,
the political pressure that most likely
prompted him to take that stance will
disappear the day after the election.
Though we do not believe that she
is a very nice person. we think that
Hammer would be a stronger mayor
than Fiscalini.

MAYOR

is true that Fiscalini, unlike
ItHammer who represents SJSU’s
district, actually addressed some
of our concerns as students (the
closing of San Carlos Street through
campus and the dangerous crosswalk
at Tenth and San Antonio streets).
But we question his desire to stand
up to the business groups that
pressured Hammer into dropping her
push to close San Carlos Street a year
ago.
We believe that Hammer would
make a stronger mayor than Fiscallini.
though we hope her political career
goes no further than City Hall.

tax would be levied against big
business mostly, with others paying
less than $20 a year.
The tax doesn’t take effect until
after the first $50 of your utility bill.
So people with low utility bills would
be free from the tax.
A ballpark would not just appease a
,.weali,hy sports owner as s9me critics ,
say. The stadium would bring visitors
to the South Bay. Those out-oftowners would stay at local hotels, eat
at local restaurants and shop at local
shopping malls. The whole South
Bay would prosper.
A nickel a day will prevent the
Giants from moving away. Let’s keep
the Giants here for our kids and their
kids.

I Proposition 124: No Hospital self-interest bill
1 Proposition 125: Yes Money for mass-transit rail
1 Proposition 126: No Industry -sponsored liquor tax
I Proposition 127: Yes Tax cut to quakeproof homes

Susan Hammer, former city council member. She
and her opponent, Frank Fiscalini, both have strong 1 Proposition 128: Yes Big Green for our future
attributes. Expect more action and less cajoling with
Proposition 129: Yes Money for drug enforcement
business interests from Hammer
1 Proposition 130: Yes Saves trees and loggers
MEMBER. CITY COUNCIL. DIST. 3
David Pandori, Attorney/city planner. His opponent moved to the district just in time to file. He has
gauge much of his campaign toward SJSU issues
specifically the university’s role in downtown.

LT. GOVERNOR
Leo

McCarthy, Democrat.

SECRETARY OF STATE

Gray

I Proposition 131: No Better government does not
necessarily come through term limits.
I Proposition 132: Yes Saves marine mammals
1 Proposition 133: Yes Sales tax increase of half a
penny for anti-drug enforcement programs
1 Proposition 134: Yes Drinkers pay for their costs
I Proposition 135: No Industry-sponsored environmental bill regulating pesticides, protects only profits
1 Proposition 136: No Makes tax increases only
legal if a two-thirds majority of the voters say so
inherently undemocratic

March Fong Eu, Democrat.

CONTROLLER

Humm baby, yes on Giants
Voters should approve
Measures G and H. Those
measures would allow a
stadium to be built in Santa Clara
County.
Not only that, but officials of the
San Francisco Giants have already
publicly stated that they want to move
their team here.,,,,
,. ,-.. ..,..o1 ri,
Unlike the areua proposal which
came without guarantee of a major
tenant, this deal is done. If the
stadium is approved, the Giants will
be here in three years. Major League
baseball will be in the South Bay.
Citizens of San Jose are a key to the
measure passing. Some people say
they oppose the measure because it
would install a minor utility tax. That

NI Dianne Feinstein, Democrat. The lesser of two
evils. Better on finance. women and minority rights.

Davis, Democrat.

ATTORNEY liENEKAL

No endorsement The political equivalent of a nude
mud-wrestling match. Neither major candidate seems 1 Proposition 137 Yes Protects initiative process
to have the ethics necessary for the job.
I Proposition 138 No Sponsored by the logging
industry, who claims it will save trees - it won’t
INSURANCE COMMISSIONER
Dan Garamendi, Democrat. A good state senator
Proposition 139 Yes Prison finance bond measure
should make an effective insurance commissioner
1 Proposition 140 No Term limit bill

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE. DIST. 10
Don Edwards,

Democrat.

MEMBER OF THE ASSEMBLY. DIST. 23

I Proposition 141 No Extends previous environmental Prop. 65, only increasing unneeded bureaucracy
1 Proposition 142 Yes Bond bill for veterans

? John Vasconcellos, Democrat. AA chair for the
1 Proposition 143 Yes Money for the CSU
Assembly Ways and Means Committee, he gives Santa
1 Proposition 144 Yes Prison bond bill
Clara Valley a strong voice.
I
Proposition 145 Yes Housing for families
Yes on Santa Clara County/
1 Proposition 146 Yes $800,000,000 for schools
San Jose City Measures:
A, open space protected D. mass transit advisory vote, I Proposition 147 No New juvenile
halls
E, mass transit advisory vote G. utility tax for base1
Proposition
148
No
Water
bond
measure
ball stadium H, San Jose’s contribution to the stadium
K. Technical changes in city charter M, money to I Proposition 149 Yes Park maintenance
maintain city parks V W X, districts and raises the
number of members on the Evergreen Community I Proposition 150 No New courthouses
College District and San Jose Unified School District 1 Proposition 151 No State child-care bill

Kill the term limit bills
Tcrm limits are not the answer.
Legislators build power
bases slowly by working their
way into the various committees until
reaching leadership on those
committees. Also, the kinds of longrange planning that come with
effective leadership require consistent
thinking. Placing a revolving door on
the Legislature and City Hall prevents
this.
In a growing area such as San Jose,
long-range planning is needed to stop
the city’s rush toward a Los Angelestype urban sprawl from hell. If the
plan is changed by new members of
the city council every two years,
nothing will get done.
We agree that some politicians are
severely lacking in initiative and

spend a lot of their time trying to get
reelected. If the voters of this city and
this state begin doing their homework
prior to elections, some incumbents
might find their terms limited at the
ballot box. Most voters do not,
though, and usually get the politicians
they deserve.
We like some of the peripheral
issues that Propositions 131, 140 and
city Measures I and J speak to. The
various ethics packages and limits on
legislator’s benefits should return on
the next ballot.
But we cannot agree with the
argument that limiting terms is going
to create better government.
An interested and informed
electorate would take care of the job
much more efficiently.

Because of our election coverage, Spartaguide will appear on page 5
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Ballot initiatives pit environment against money -making
ill
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Prop. 135 covers all
angles of pesticide use

Big Green initiative
speaks for the people

quality of life.
Corporate and government authorities do not understand the genuine anger and resentment that is percolating among us.
If legislators and regulators were doing their jobs
there would bt no need for Big Green. But that isn’t
the case. Legislators that cow IOW to corporate interests and fail to pass important legislation need to be
voted out of office. Corporate executives making
decisions that effect everyone need to be held
accountable for how their actions affect the
environment.
Big Green is a political initiative that aims at a key
question of freedom in our society: who is controlling
the resources that sustain our lives? Is it a few
corporate executives or is it those of us who have to
live in this increasingly polluted environment’?
We believe it is time to get sonic dues paid.

Proposition 135 is the reasonable, scientific approach to
food safety and pesticide control. The initiaiive will create a
balanced health-based pesicide regulatory program to minimize exposure to pesicides while still ensuring an abundant.
affordable and wholesome food supply.
Proposition 135 has seven key provisions. They are:
Ensures protection for infants and children by taking their
unique dietary and physiological characteristics into
consideration. Provides greater safeguards and protection for
farm workers. Funds $25 million on programs for research
into alternatives to pesticides. Strengthens the pesticide regulatory process. Doubles and improves pesticide residue monitoring.
Requires extensive research into alternative methods of
eradicating the medfly including the doubling of sterile medtly
production to avoid aenal spraying: and enhances water
resources protection.
Recent reports have focused concern on the adequacy of
protection afforded to children by national and state pesticide
regulatory programs.
Proposition 135 ensures protection for infants and children
by requiring the State Department of Food and Agriculture to
evaluate and modify Federal and state food safety programs to
ensure that the unique dietary and physiological characteristics
of toddlers are adequately taken into consideration. ’The state’s
review is designed to coincide with and enhance the ongoing
review under which EPA has contracted with the National
Academy of Sciences to study pesticide-related cancer risks
among children, and to recommend changes in the agency’s
regulatory process.
Proposition 135 institutes new programs to assure greater
safety in the work place for farm workers by requiring appropriate worker re-entry intervals and adequate posting of fields
sprayed with pesticides. Farm employees would also be provided with crop sheets listing comtnonly applied pesticides
and their effects as well as much needed education and training in the safe handling, mixing and application of pesticides.
Among the specific steps California can take to improve the
safety of the food supply. none is more important than providing adequate funding to research and develop alternatives to
potentially carcinogenic pesticides. With this in mind. Proposition 135 funds a $525 million program for research into alternatives to pesticides, use of safer pesticides and farming practices that reduce pesticide use.
Proposition 135 enhances California’s pesticide residue
detection capabilities through both the improvement of methods to detect residues and through the doubling of the state’s
monitoring programs.
Enhanced pesticide monitoring is of paramount importance
since scientifically -bawd analytical methods for pesticide
;residues on food are the cornerstone-Of any comprehensive
Yood’Safety prflgtfilit: It will also fiftWide a more accurate survey of actual dietary exposure and the corresponding risk associated with the food supply.
Proposition 135 is a balanced scientifically-based and effective food safety program desigined to minimize exposure to
pesticides. The initiative ensures an abundant and wholesome
food supply consistent with health experts* recommendations
that we increase our consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables. Proposition 135 will also allow the development of effective alternatives to potentially carcinogenic pesticides and the
phase-out of their use without major impacts on quality, availability or price.

Fred Miller is the cantpaign director for the Tories
Coordinating Projeci of the Silicon lidley Toi,

Wulfekuhler is second vice-president ry. the Salina,
hapter of California Wm.’, for Aerie:dime.

Big Green, Proposition 128 on the ballot, is the
organized legislative expression of the sentiments of
millions of people who, in poll after poll, have spoken
of the need to halt environmental deterioration, to
clean up existing problems and to stop olluters from
fouling the planet.
It surfaces in the form of an initiative because legislation has been defeated by the oil, chemical and
agribusiness lobbies for many years.
Essentially. Big Green says we are going to slow
down and/or stop some of the manufacturing processing that are particularly harmful. If also states that
some products which have been deemed harmful by
valid scientific testing shall be taken off the market and
no longer be commercially available. Big Green puts
into action the notion that corporations and government must be more responsive to people and must be
responsible for the effect of their actions on the environment.
The polluting corporations are continually creating.
reforming and manufacturing products that cannot be
safely used and/or disposed of. They have sold products that contaminate the air, water, soil and food we
depend on for survival. And it is done on a shortsighted drive for profits.

IC

The passage of Big Green is extremely important
because it represents a rupture in the ability of the
chemical companies and their allies to control the California regulatory and legislative processes.
Big Green represents a break with previous attempts
to keep corporations from polluting or manufacturing
harmful products through effective controls. Cajoling
them to be better citizens or more careful of the environment has not worked. Minor fines for major offenses has not been effective either. And this is the major
reason that Big Green has emerged as a different way
to exert some control.
No corporation or government agency gives up
power willingly. The oil, chemical and agribusiness
industries are flying to stop the passage of Big Green
with a saturation advertising campaign that does not
even remotely speak to the issues of pollution. We
think that the public will be able to see through this
kind of advertising and will pass Big Green overwhelmingly if we can make the issues visible and
clear.
Big Green is the cutting edge of a tremendous surge
of people power. Almost one million signatures were
collected by 12.(XK) people in order to quality for the.
ballot. on the otheNand. corporations paid %5(m),fiorr
to have’ petitkins-trillected to qualify theirdo nothing
initiative. Proposition 135.
Contrastingly. Proposition 128 has a broad range of
organizational support with input from front-line.
grass-roots people working on various pollution issues
for years. That is also true of the larger environmental
groups who have spent year. in the courts and legislature fighting for these issues. Because it will guarantee
better working conditions for farmworkers. proposition
128 will have the support of a large block of Spanish
speaking people.
Proposition 128 is not a money issue. It deals with
pollution. the future of our children, health and safety:
it is far broader in scope. It signifies a clear shift in the
way we deal with pollution, industrial waste and cur-
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Big Green represents a
break with previous
attempts to keep corporations from polluting or
manufacturing harmful
products through effective
controls.
porate production processes-moving from a passive to
an active role.
People throughout our country are rebelling as toxic
wastes. incineration, pesticide use, contaminated drinking water and fouled air infringes more and more on
our daily lives, taking a terrible toll on our health and

Seize GIANT opportunity

CAMPUS VOKE

actually lower taxes, Of increase services
for the same tax dollar.
The utility tax is not onerous, senior citizens, low income families and schools
pay nothing. The first $50 of your PG&E
bill is not taxable. If your PG&E bill is
$200 per month, then the taxable portion is
$150. Your tax would be $1.50 per month
or $18 per year. I believe this is a small
price to pay for the benefits that the stadium would bring.
The Giants will contribute at least $1
million per year to local charities: homeless shelters. the United Way. mental
health facilities. etc. This money will be
spent right here in Santa Clara County
helping to support the types of causes that
government leaders are abandoning.
’The stadium will actually reduce traffic.

BOB

Don’t forget Measure A
uewlay is the most important day of the
year. It is the day we select among alternative futures. When you are in the ballot bus.
consider the single most important issue facing California: protecting the natural environment. For far too long we have mortgaged the health of the planet for personal
profit. This November you have a wonderful
opportunity to help protect our precious
planet by casting your %ole in favor of the
candidates and propositions I %mkt like to

AL DEFECTIVE

A. ’’13.

NoTaiNci rrs

CAMPUS VOICE DOUGIAS CRUMMEY

As election day approaches. many students who reside in Santa Clara county
have a big opportunity. GIANT opportunity. to tiring major league baseball to the
South Bay. The ballpark initiatives, measures G. H. N and 0 need to pass to keep
the Giants in the Bay Area. I strongly support these proposals and offer the following reasons.
The Giants would pay one of the highest rents of any professional sports team.
This money will go toward the hoods paid
for by the 1 percent utility tax. Once the
bonds are paid. estimated at 12 years. the
money goes to the cities who are members
of the Joint Powers Authority and the utility tax ends. This additional revenue can go
to schools. police or other necessary services. In the long run, the stadium may

DiFFERENCE I3ETWEEN

introduce you to one ballot measure. Measure A that has been hitkkn behind the hype
of larger. better financed campaigns.
With all the attention being devoted to
Big Green and Forests Forever. (both of
which I support) an extremely important
ballot measure is having a difficult time
emerging from the shadows. This ballot
measure is Measure A. Measure A is the
most important open space measure to hit
Santa Clara in decade.

Consider that there are only about 80
games per year. Depending on the time of
the game, either pre-gaine or post game
traffic would be during a part of the commute time. That is 80 commutes per year.
but how many of these cars would he on
the freeway anyway’?
If you don’t like the name Santa Clara
Giants, how does the Denver Giants
sound? Denver has already passed a proposal to build a baseball stadium with no
guarantees that anyone will play in it.
In San Francisco, their ballpark proposal lost by an average of two votes per
precinct, two people who were too tired, or
though their vote wasn’t important. Nothing could be more detrimental to this
cause.
We have all the had aspects of being a
big city. lets get some of the good: Major
League baseball.
Vote yes on G. H. N and 0.
Douglas S. Crtanntey
engineering sophonunr.

/3
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Measure A authorizes the funding of a
new Open Spa...! Authority to acquire.
preserve and maintain open space lands
within and around Campbell. Milpitas. Mom
gan Hill:. San Jose. Santa Clara and the
unincorporated areas of the County. Thousands of acres of our beautiful Greenbelt will
he permanently protected from development
if Measure A passes. The measure gives voters am critical opportunity to save the hills.
ridges. wetlands that frame our community.
provide watershed, recreation land and
unmatched views and
Measure A howe%er requires a two-thirds
% rite to SSihi L nfortunately. trying to pass any
new tax V, oh a two-thirds vote is difficult at

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Saving the timber industry
Lditor.
I’m writing to voice my concern about
the two propositions on the November
ballot concerning the timber industry. I’m
a working member of the timber industry
and I’m deeply concerned about what will
happen to we few, who supply so many.
with forest products.
If Prop. 130 is allowed to pass it will be
devastating to Northern California and my
family. It is radical and will put 75.000
people out of work (myself and my husband included), raise taxes $1.3 billion,
increase lumber prices dramatically and
will increase the potential For runaway
wildfires, just to mention a few.
Proposition 138 is much more reasonable. It will keep timber harvesting at the
hands of registered professional foresters
and certified wildlife biologists. Will
cause the planting or millions of trees
throughout the state (the other proposition
has no provisions for tree planting). bans
,icateutting of ancient Redwood and ()Icl
( oowth forests and expand the parks by
1600 acres.
Some of the ads that are running on TV
fee of $25 on developed parcels this works
out to approximately eight cents per person
per month). The ballot measure may he our
last chance to contain the urban sprawl in
our valley and protect the valley’s scenic
hills from development. If you want to preserve the quality of life in this valley tell
your friends and family to vote yes on Measure A.

nov, that election day is dra ing near are
full of untruths and lies, but if they get
some movie star to speak for them (at
quite a pnce. I’m sure) then people tend to
take their lies as the true facts, which is so
terribly wrong.
People that live and work in the forests.
certainly are not going to destroy the very
surroundings that we love so much. Ifs
our home and the home of our future generations. If everyone that is going to vote
on November 6th would make one trip to
Northern California and look at our beautiful forests, you will see that they are
thriving.
Did you know that we plant seven trees
for every one that is harvested’? That each
Californian uses the equivalent of one
100-foot -tree every. year and that it takes
the equivalent of 10.000 lives to print the
LA Times each Sunday?
Think about it, read your %own pamphlet and then vote NO on 130 and YE,5
on 1.18-44 us.
Gloria Pimer
Ilaylint. Calif
hidden from view by the exorbitant advenismg budgets of the state wide races.
I hope I am able to shed some light on
what I consider to he our most important
local issue, establishing the Santa Clara
County Open Space Authority.
Boh Levy Is a undukar lot the (’olefin.State A i iertibly in tarn 122
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Student resurrects crushed hopes,
takes new bird to ’Tonight Show’
SJSU marketing major
getting another chance
Bi Shellie 1 erry
Daily staff writer

Dan Ocampo Daily

stall photographer

David Cota and A.J. relax after practicing some tricks.

David Cote’s first shot at stardom
was crushed.
Cota and his talented bird, Axl, flew
to Los Angeles where they were scheduled
to appear on the Tonight Show Starring
Johnny Carson last May. But Cote’s
dreams died when his friend Chris Potthast
crushed Axl by rolling on the bird after
falling asleep in the hotel room.
Cota’s quest for illustrious fame
would not end there. The teacher of birds
is tentatively scheduled to reappear November 8 or 9 on the Tonight Show with
his newly trained bird A.J.
The 22-year-old SJSU marketing
major first earned the opportunity to be
seen on national TV after he taught Axl
several tricks, like rolling over, dunking a
cap in a cup and playing dead. Cote video
taped himself working with the bird and
sent the tape to the Tonight Show.
The Tonight Show flew Cota. Axl
and Potthast to Los Angeles, escorted
them by limousine to a hotel and expected
Cota and Axl to perform the following
night.
Once in Los Angeles, Potthast and
the bird fell asleep together while Cote
went out. When he returned. Cola awoke
Potthast and asked where the bird was.
Cola said Potthast slowly rolled over unveiling Axl, who was fatally smothered
under Potthases body.

Dan

Ocampo

"The first thing I said was ’You
killed him’ and we didn’t talk to each other
for an hour." Cola said. "I wasn’t mad,
just surprised. It looked like he was playing dead, hut he was dead."
Cots called the Tonight Show to tell
them Axl had died and he didn’t have an
act to show. The Tonight Show asked him
to appear anyway. After a few crushed
parakeet jokes. Carson donned a black arm
hand to commemorate the first guest to

’Jacob’s Ladder’ leaves viewer confused
Chaotic movie starts slowly, but meaning seems to be missing
the scary film it appears to be in
the previews.
Jacob’s Ladder, the joint project
Jacob’s Ladder begins in Vietbetween Adrian "Fatal Attrac- nam, as Singer’s battalion comes
tion" Lyne and Bruce Joel
under attack. The men begin con"Ghost" Rubin takes a long slide
vulsing and their limbs and skin
into the psyche of a Vietnam vet
begin contorting and pealing off.
who cannot distinguish fact from Singer runs off alone and while
fiction.
.aiadiatstiasousk tise-jsraple.-another
’ Neither cab the viewer, for thar soldier stabs him in the abdomen
matter, which gives the movie its
with his bayonette. The look on his
confusing edge.
face should give some indication to
Tim Robbins does a great job of what’s going on. but all the other
portraying the paranoid Jacob action creates chaos and distracts
Singer. Elizabeth Pena has a lim- from any semblance of order.
ited role as Jezzie, his girlfriend
Throughout the story. Singer.
who constantly wonders what is
happening to her man, and Danny who lives in the American jungle
Aiello saves the movie and the star of New York, flashes back to his
as Singer’s chiropracter.
tour of duty. He’s a mailman, a diTo the movie’s credit, it is very vorced father of two, living with a
well done and from the start it pro- girl he works with. Quite a hit of
vokes an aura of eeriness. The the movie focuses on the death of
camera work and acting rate well. his little boy, a memory with
On the other hand, the movie takes which Singer understandably cana while to get going and it is not not part with.
By Lori Sinsley

Daily staff writer

Weird hallucinations begin almost the moment the show does
and for a while they can be chalked
up to a slightly distorted mind. But
the movie becomes confusing
when Singer goes in to see his doctor for help, who he’s been seeing
for years, only, to be told neither
the doctor not his file exist...
When one of his tour buddies
contacts him and tells him about
visions in his head. Singer begins
to wonder what happened to himself and the other men who survived.
Strange things keep happening.
One of the best special effects is a
scene at a party where Jezzie’s
dance partner changes from a man
to a monster. Singer also comes
down with a fever of 106. Jezzie
comes to life in trying to keep him
from dying and plunges him into a
freezing bath and, with the help of
neighbors, ices him The scary

Daily staff photographer

an Indian Ringneek parakeet.
poses %s ill] a skateboard.

Jacob’s Ladder

aa

Rating: R
Starring: Tim Robbins,
Elizabeth Pena, Danny Aiello.
Director: Adrian Lyne.
Screenwriter: Bruce Rubin
’Spartanhead’ scale is best of 5
thing ifi-that before even going into
the water. Singer is chilled from
the fever.
Singer does finally find out the
cause of his madness. Of course, it
won’t be revealed here. Let’s just
say, the movie explores a different
aspect of what took place in Vietnam. It begins and ends there. Jacob’s Ladder should keep the audience on the edge of their seats,
waiting for something to happen.
paying attention to each and every
detail. While chaotic and confusing, the end wraps things up nicely
and leaves one pondering the
meaning of it all

ever die before an appearance in the 27
years the show had been on the air.
When Cota walked onto the set. Carson presented Cota with a one month-old
parakeet telling him to train the new bird
and come back on the show.
A.J.. a green Indian Ringneck. is
named A. for his predecessor Axl. and J.
for Johnny Carson.
Cota had not meant to train the first
bird. Axl. but was just playing with him
and found that he would obey his commands. When Cota received A.J., he
planned on training the bird. He said that
A.J. learned the tricks in one-third the
time it took Axl to learn them. Also. Axl
was one and one half years old when he
was supposed to perform on the show.
Cota believes A.J. was easier to train because he was younger.
A.J. can now perform all of the same
tricks Axl could and a few more. Cote is
going to teach A.J. to say "Here’s
Johnny."
In one of the more complex tricks.
A.J. walks up a ladder with a ball in his
mouth, walks across a miniature basketball court and dunks the hall into a basket.
Cots taught the fiesty bird these maneuvers by showing him what to do. Cota
would lay the bird flat while saying "play
dead." until A.J. could eventually do the
trick on his own.
As long as A.J. only plays dead.
Cote’s dreams will not be crushed. The
Tonight Show may even supply A.J. with
his own room to stay in this time around.
’He’s not going to die.’’ said Cota.
"We will be on the show unless I die!"

Award-winning poet Clinton
to recite prose in Student Union
Daily staff report

has also published her hook of
poetry "High Blood Pressure."
in 1986.
The performance marks the
the Associated Students Program Board’s final slot in the
Clinton. who lives in Los AnFall 1990 Lecture Series. Adgeles. won the 1990 American - - mission to Clinton’s reading is
free.
Book Award for her poetry. She
Poet and performance artist.
Michelle Clinton, will recite her
prose in the Umunhum Room
tonight at 7p.m.

Musical transports listeners to another world
[meal ’Evita’ production mezmerizing
By Paul Wheaton
Daily staff writer

Easily mesmerized by the enchanting performance, some audience members could be seen
mouthing the the words to the
song. "Don’t Cry For me Argefrlina,’ following San Jose Civic
Light Opera’s "Evita" performance. The musical transports its
viewers into another time and
place, leaving them wanting more.
SJCLO started its 57th season
with the largest subscriber base for
a theater of its kind in the nation.
It’s no wonder so many people
subscribe when musicals like
"Evita" leave such a lasting impression.
Derin Altay, who has played the
role on Broadway and on national
tour, adds the right amount of exuberance and /est to the role of Eva

Peron. She received the Boston
*Iheater Critics Circle best actress
laurels while on the road.
As commendable a performance
as Allay turns in. she is overshadowed by the masterful interpretation of Che by Jordan Bennett. The
full house applauded louder for
Bennett than Allay as the performers took their bows.
Bennett brings the right amount
of comic relief Is. .iie part. His farcical fatial gestures kept the audience interested and his voice was
well received.
The story chronicles Eva’s rise
to political power in Argentina in
the 1930s and 40s. The opera begins with the death of Eva and a
mourning nation. Che, a young
Argentine student, does not panic -

Elect

RICHARD WALSH
San Jose Unified School Board

New Leadership for the Nineties
Experienced
Dedicated Educator
Community Leader
SJSU Alumnus

pate in the mourning but becomes
a narrator as the production flashes
back to when Eva was 15 years
Eva convinces a night club
singer, with whom she is having an
affair, to take her to Buenos Aires.
She quickly discards the singer and
after affairs with many influential
men, she meets Colonel Juan
Peron. Juan and Eva decide that
they can help each other and Eva
personally evicts Juan’s mistress.
Eva uses her many contacts, the
people she has seduced. to push
Juan to the presidency. Che questions the effectiveness of the Peron
regime, but Eva proceeds to reach
godlike status in the eyes of many

Argentines.
As the regime falters. Eva post
lions herself for a chance to he
conic vice-president. She rejects
the position ins public broadcast.
The story was at times bland.
but Bennett’s performance keeps
the audience attentive. The music
is above average and the stage production is smooth and unnoticeable, as it should be.
Although "Evita’’ is an opera, it
is not the type that many associate
with its genre. The words are in
English and the music is fabulous
There were linles when the word’
could not be understood, but mei
all the audience could follow Ili,
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ATTENTION GRADUATING
STUDENTS!
Each year, over 5(X) employers from business,
industry, education, public and human services
visit SJSU to interview graduating students
and alumni.
4.1

nDon’t miss your chance to interview with
national and Ray Area employers!
ElRegister for the On -Campus Interview
program today!

Representatives frl

APPLE COMPUTER

will be on campus to discuss job opportunities

Thursday, November 8, 1990
12:30 PM - 2:30 PM
Guadalupe Room, Student Union
nAll

interested students and alumni may attend!

For more into, ionise-1

Career Planning. 924-6010,
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From ixtge /
shown in the art quad. The other
two stuffed dummies were not in
the art quad late Thursday.
Stahl, however, said the two
dummies were thrown away by the
art department and that they were
not a part of the collage.
According to an official in the
art department, the collage was
created by students in the beginning 3-D class taught by Harry
Powers.
Powers confirmed that the three
dummies were not a pan of the
collage and that he called the an
department office to ask for the
removal of the dummy in the tree.
"Someone called me that morning and I looked outside to see
what it was." Powers said Monday.
"I thought that it was a Halloween
prank or something dealing with
the football season.
"Someone then called me from
the affirmative action office that
afternoon and I called for it to be
taken down."
Powers said that the beginning
3-D class will meet today.
"My sense is that as a group.
that they will be upset by this." he
said.
Powers added that this was not a
racial incident.
"In my own mind. I don’t know
that it is necessarily racist." he
said.
All three dummies and the
clothing were sprayed with dark
paint. However. Johnson said that
the two dummies in the collage did
not look like black college students.
She then added, "it doesn’t have
to be painted black to represent a
black college student."

From page I
taking by the body and what does
it mean in terms of a health
effect," said Andy Ramos, director of the SJSU Environmental
Health and Safety Office.
"There is always asbestos as a
background here in the Western
United States," Ramos said.
"The geology of the Western
States has Serpentine bedrock, in
which you find asbestos.
"If you are willing to sample
outside now, you will find what

we call background level for
asbestos. It just tells you that
there is asbestos fibers in the air."
According to the report,
employees should be careful
while dealing with materials that
contain asbestos, because if they
are disturbed asbestos fibers may
be released into the air.
High levels of airborne
asbestos are known to produce
serious health problems such as
deterioration of lung fibers
(asbestoses) and cancer, Ramos
said.
Asbestos-containing materials
that need to be repaired require
trained people, monitoring and

evaluation of the work process.
"It triggers whole different
kinds of procedures." Ramos
said.
"Workers have to be trained to
work with asbestos. They have to
be medically qualified to wear
respirators. Rigorous procedures
are employed to do asbestos
work in the state of California,"
he added.
Asbestos-related data is available at all department dean’s
offices, administrative head’s
offices. Facilities Development
and Operations, Environmental
Health and Safety. and Clark
Library.

COURT
ions page

about paying higher fees than there
counterparts at the other SJSU
campuses," Washington said.
"I think this is a grand opportunity for SUBOD to give something
back to the students."
Student Union Director. Ron
Barrett. sympathized with Whit comb’s and Washington’s concerns
but pointed out other factors to consider.
"I don’t think there’s a person in
this room that disagrees with the
idea that the Event Center should

be available to students." Barrett
said. "but you as board members
must remember that the Student
Union lost $500.000 last year."
Athletic Director Thomas Brennan responded by saying he felt
SUBOD shouldn’t disregard the
idea of open recreation completely.
but that it should "look into ways
of readjusting funds to allow for
open recreation.
"SUBOD unaminously decided
to send the matter back to Barrett.
who has scheduled a meeting for
Wednesday to discuss the matter
with his staff. Barren will report the
decisions at the Nov. 13 SUBOD
meeting.

SpartaGuide

From page I
cups was applauded by members of
the SJSU Student Affiliation for
Environmental Respect.
"If we wish to continue our survival as a species we need to
decrease out consumption." said
Lessly Wilkie, president of SAFER.
"Part of that is using reusable products.
"We hope Spartan Shops contin-

VOTE
From page I
conflicting and overlapping environmental and tax initiatives and a
record -breaking $5.5 billion in
bond issues.
Local races include 101 legislative and 45 congressional races, a
dozen local sales tax increase
propositions in 10 counties, a utility
tax hike in Santa Clara County to

Pro wrestler
on his back
as candidate
BROOKLYN PARK. Minn.
Jesse "The Body" Ven(API
tura was in an ugly mood.

"Politics is dirtier than pro
wrestling." he turned, and he
ought to know.
The candidate for mayor of this
Minneapolis suburb is a retired pro
wrestler.
What ticked him off one week
before the election was a political
body slam or maybe it was a
headlock
from
a state law-

ues the trend by installing reusable
silverware and ceramic dishes."
Some students also liked the
alternative to paper cups.
Jessica Rao. an information
research management major, likes
the idea of reusable cups and would
definitely buy one because "I won’t
be charged as much for a drink."
Rao said that while she attended
the University of Arizona. the
school offered the same thing
except it had the wildcat emblem
on it.
"Everybody liked to buy them,"
finance a new stadium for the San
Francisco Giants and other local
measures ranging from a domestic
partners act in San Francisco to a
butterfly habitat bond issue in
Pacific Grove.
In their final weekend of campaigning. Feinstein hammered on
Wilson’s vote against the Civil
Rights Act, and Wilson accused
Feinstein of trying to divide Californians along racial and class lines
Sunday as their race for governor

maker.
Rep. Linda Scheid wrote a letter
to the community newspaper publicizing excerpts from Ventura’s
interview with Penthouse magazine last year and accusing the
candidate of insulting women and
of being a had role model.
The lean and chiseled, 6-foot-4
candidate was outraged

she said. "and if you wanted something with the mascot on it, they
were cheaper than a T-shirt."
Danene Payne, a sophomore in
human performance, agreed that it
is a good idea as well as a positive
move for the environment.
"It will save on the use of paper.
Some say certain types of paper are
biodegradable, but think how long
it takes for them to break down,"

Payne said.
Spartan Daily staff writer Harry
Mok contributed to this triton.
narrowed to its final 48 hours.
Wilson, at his first campaign
rally of the day, also vowed to
fight a Democrat -engineered gerrymander in the next year’s reapportionment of congressional and
legislative districts.

Spartan Daily staff writers
Amanda Helen and Tamara
Thompson contributed to this
report.

Politics is "dirtier than anything," Ventura said. "I mean, including wheeling and dealing in
Hollywood. They’re even more
honest than politics is."
Retired from the ring since
1986, Ventura, 39, is trying to unseat I8-year Mayor Jim Krautkremer in this bedroom community
of 50.000

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU student, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily,
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center)
The deadline for entries is 10 a.m.
The Daily’s staff members will attempt to enter each item at least two
days before the date of the vent in
addition to the day of the event. Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions.
no phone-in items will be accepted.

1966 Batman. 7-10 pm Morris Dailey Auditorium, call 924-6263.
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER: Lesbian
group, 1-2 45 p m . Administration Room
222A, call 924-6500.
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER: Acquaintance Rape. 4-6 pm. SU Montalvo
Room, call 924-6500
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible study on Jeremiah, 12.30-1.30 p.m S U Montalvo Room,
call 298-0204
CATHOUC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: The
Catholic Adventure. 7 p.m.. Campus Chnstian Chapel, call 298-0204.
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: The origin of virgin recording artists, 12 noon, S U Amphitheatre. call 924-6261.

TODAY
ART DEPARTMENT GALLERY: Guest artist lecture senes, 5-6 p.m., Art Building
Room 133, call 924-4328.
ECONOMICS STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
Meeting, 2:30 p.m., Student Union Montalvo
Room.
SJSU MARKETING CLUB: Tandem Computers speaker Ellen Martinez on "Global
Marketing," 3:30 p.m., Almaden Room
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT: Tickets
for musical "Hair" on sale through December 8. Theatre Box Office. call 924-4555
ASIAN
AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP: Meeting discussing "Who is
the Holy Spint 7 p.m., S U. Almaden
Room, call 286-7860
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Michelle Clinton
poetry readings, 7 p.m., S.U. Umunhum
Room, call 924-6626.
ADBAYAN CLUB: Food Bazaar. 9 a.m -4
p.m call 94743740.
PHI BETA SIGMA: Smoker, 9 pm. S U
Constanoan Room. call 279-1751
WEDNESDAY
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM
BOARD: Wednesday Night Cinema. ongnal

FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB:
Weekly meeting, 6-1045 pm, SU Almaden Room. call 924-7097.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Tern
Thames on set-esteem, 12-1.30 p m.. S.U.
Pacheco Room. call 924-5930
PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT SOCIETY
OF AMERICA: Steve Cecil on agency P.R..
7 pun . S U Guadalupe Room, call 2485683
PSI CHI: General meeting, 5 p.m., Dudley
Moorhead Hall Room 357. call 241-1526.
STUDENT AFFILIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT: Meeting, 5 pm,DMH
Room 134, call 924-5467
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENTS IN
MASS COMMUNICATION: General meeting, 7 30 p m Wahlquist Library North Conference Room. call 924-8701
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
CLUB: Meeting and consultant Kathy Indermill speaking. 5-6 pm SU Constanoan
Room call 984-5348
ECONOMICS STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION:
Meeting. 2.30 p.m , S.U. Montalvo Room

COLLEGE LIFE CALLS
FOR DOMINO’S PIZZA.

You asked for
a computer that’s real
college material.
We heard you.

I Is ideal computer for college needs certain things.
1.1kt. a 111011Se. to make it easy to use. Preloaded
-oft ware , that’ll lei you errata’ impressive papers with.
graphics and spreadsheets. And great tools, like a
notepad, calendar and cardfile. It should also be
expandable. so it can grow with your needs.
The IBM Personal System/2shas all this at
.i special student price. And if you buy before

!.1v
vac
1/evemlx-r 31. 1990, you’ll receive
entitling you to a round-trip ticket for $149*/$2414.
Plus a fire TIN Getaway’ Student I hscount Card
application. You’ll also get a great low prier on the
P96)1 W;’ service.
The PS/2/ is perfect for college las.ause a iii
told us just what you needed. 11al no one knows %hal
It takes to be real college material better than VI/11

See how you can enhance your classroom presentations with

IT’S TIME FOR DOMINO’S PIZZA:
Call Us San Jose State!
298-3030

t2

I

576 E. Santa Clara Street San Jose

o, Cans available
lave on a 6 pack of Coke
diet ( o44e19 Now Avadahl,

COMPUTER GRAPHICS & ANIMATION!
ri’LPPERON I PIZZA
FEAST!

IBM invites SJSU Faculty & Staff to hear
Jim Kirby: Multi-Media Instruction Specialist
Topic: Innovations in Instructional Computing

’7.99 :Ann., PIZZA
’11.99 migum PIZZAS

Thes., Nov. 6, Noon to 1 PM
Council Chambers
Student Union, 3rd Floor
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DELUXE, MEATZZA,
HAWAIIAN 05 VW PIZZA

Pepperoni Pura East la
Get one of these &hems rnedium
with hefty helpings at Per.PToni.
II venally was tor SR 99 and get snot?.
and Extra Cheese Addiuonil topping.
for only $al 00 mote Addmonel topptnr
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Olympic hopes in judo

No excuse
for apathy

moon rose over Spartan
ABAD
Stadium in the eyes of
Spartan football coach Terry
Shea.
In the wake of the Spartans
decisive victory over the hapless
Titans of Fullerton State 46-6, there
was a lack of supportive fans at the
massacre. There were only 11,253
spectators in a stadium that holds
31,218, which is criminal to a first
place team.
The community does not
appreciate the second best team on
the West Coast." said Shea.
The fans who were in attendence
were treated to a record-breaking
performance by Sheldon Canley,
who broke two school records.
Also. quarterback Ralph Martini
and Anthony Washington had
pet-tin:mance% worthy of Big West
oftensive and defensive players of
the week awards.
Martini threw for 442 yards, 340
in the first half alone. while
Washington made his presence felt
with eight tackles, two interceptions
and two and a half sacks.

By Paul Wheaton
Daily stalf writer
Several SJSU students have a
good chance of competing for the
United States Olympic Team in
1992.
As the U.S. Open Judo Championships were held in Colorado
Springs over the weekend, five
SJSU team members placed in
their respective weight divisions.
"This competition gives us an
idea of the chances some of our
team members have of competing
in the Olympics." SJSU judo
coach Yosh Uchida said. "The
U.S. Open is a tougher competition than the Olympic qualifying
competition because there were 29
foreign countries competing."
In the women’s class, SJSU’s
Tammy Hensley won first place in
the 158-pound division while competing in her first major tournament. SJSU team member Lilijo
Ogasawara earned second place in
the 134-pound division while third
place in the 145-pound category
went to Sandra Bacher.

Sant Piero managed to tie for
third place in the 189-pound
bracket. Wanug and Piercy were
the top American finishers in their
di’. isuttu.
The SJSU judo team has been
able to attract Olympic caliber athletes because of the reputation of
the program. according to Uchida.
Of the five athletes who placed
over the weekend, four are from
out of state: Hensley front Indiana.
Ogasawara from New Jersey.
Bacher from Washington. and
Wunag from Connecticut.
I carefully selected the competitors who would do well,"
Uchida said of the U.S. Open competition.
The U.S. Open in judo is open
to all competitors. However people
don’t compete unless they are
good, according to Uchida.
The judo team has been invited
to compete on Sunday for a Northern
u California’.
competition at Palo
Alto High School. according to

Two SJSU students placed in the
men’s division. Joey Wanag and
Ann Nelson

Daily staff photographer

SJSU’s Simon Vaoifi (97) and Mike Powers celebrate a sack against Fullerton State

Associated Students Program Board
prose VMS

a poetry
reading by

Defense not to be overlooked

GRANTED the Titans are
said. "It’s always a concern when
currently ranked 105th in The By Bill Williamson
you take a player of Hesh’s ability
Daily staff writer
National’s college poll. This
When a team scores 44 points out of the lineup, but our guys
does not excuse the fan base of the
and accounts for the second-high- played a great game back there."
Bay Area to neglect a team of San
In fact, the Colar-less defensive
est offensive output in school hisJose States caliber.
tory, it’s easy to overlook its de- backfield played one its finest
Jumping on the bandwagon has
games of the campaign against the
been the mindset for the majority of fensive effort.
Yet the SJSU defense was just pass. The Titans managed just 178
Bay Area sports fans.lf they don’t
as effective as its scoring mates yards in the air. In the past few
win, forget about them.
were Saturday night at Spartan Sta- weeks. the Spartans pass-defense
sense.
not
make
This does
dium in SJSU’s 44-6 victory over had trouble containing guarconsidering the Spartans are
Fullerton State. The six points are terbacks.
currently ranked 25th in The
Two of the causes of the quarthe fewest allowed since the SparNational college poll with a 6-2-I
terback stoppage were rover An record. SJSU has survived a difficult tans gave up six points against thony Washington and Cola’s reNew Mexico State 13 games ago.
non-conference schedule, including
Glazhofer.
Craig
The defense almost came up placement,
possible national champion
with its first shutout in two sea- Washington led the Spartans with
Washington, who defeated SJSU
sons, but the Titans scored with eight tackles, had two of the
20-17.
six minutes remaining in the con- team’s three interceptions and 21/2
The usual bandwagon mentality
sacks, while Glazhofer had four
test.
does not apply to the Spartans
SJSU’s execution against Ful- tackles in Colar’s place.
because of yuppie snobbery about
"We knew we had to rise to the
lerton State was one of its best
the city of San Jose and the general
overall .defensive game of the sea- oecassion in the defensive backapathy demonstrated by SJSU’s
son, despite the loss of Hesh field." Washington’ ’said. "We
commuting student body.
Colar, who was suspended for the played well tonight . . . we’ve
This apathy reached its pinnacle
game because of his involvement played good all season. We have
last season, when the crowds for
in an altercation at the Club Oasis faced a lot of good quarterbacks
tbotball at Spartan Stadium
and fast receivers this season, but
on Oct. 25.
averaged only 9.000. supporting a
But the secondary was up to the we keep winning."
team not as good as this years.
The Spartans also got stronger
task of playing without its leader.
There is no excuse for the lack of Colar has started since early in the defensively Saturday night when
support this time.
inside linebacker Everett Lamp1988 season,
Shea’s commitment of "Absolute
"Hesh is our director back kins returned after spending the
Loyalty" has paid off with an
there." SJSU coach Terry Shea past six games on the sidelines reexciting football team that could
outplay anybody on the West Coast
with the exception of perhaps
When the two teams met at Spartan
/1. Bran Gold
Washington.
Stadium on Sept. 30 ( UNLV won
Daily staff writer
The Spartans are "a good
The men’s soccer team almost 4-1r. Borgel scored a goal and had
pnxiuct. well coached, and have
pulled out a victory against highly- two assists.
intensity and purpose. Shea said.
ranked UNLV hut a penalty kick
He feels they are not appreciated by
SJSU then went from the cold
by the Rebels gave them a 4-3 vic- and the wind of Las Vegas to the
"the reactionary fan base."
tory last Friday.
warm and sunny weather of Fulonly is the Spartan
The Spartans closed out their lerton State. However, the sun did
NOT
football team good, but the
season Sunday with a 1-0 loss at not shine for the Spartans as Marc
volleyball team is ninth
Fullerton State. SJSU finished Roosen put a shot into the left corranked in the country.
with a record of 4-17 overall and 2- ner of the net past SJSU goalThese talented spikers have been
in the Big West Conference keeper Jean Paul Vessel at the
under first-year coach Gary St. 38:09 mark in the first half.
neglected throughout their
Clair.
successful season, compounded by
The Spartans had entered the
Against UNLV, Scott Wiebe
an empty Event Center. The
scored two goals for the Spartans, weekend with a 2-1 victory over Irdecision to move the team to the
who scored on three of their six vine on Tuesday at Spartan StaEvent Center was in order to
shots. However, Doug Florgel dium.
accommodate bigger crowds.
made a penalty kick at the 83:33
For the season. SJSU scored 18
Ironically. the largest crowd this
goals in 21 games while allowing
mark to give the Rebels the win,
year was 7(X) for the Long Beach
Burge!, from Santa Teresa High 45. The Spartans earned one shut State game which was moved to the
School in San Jose, finished with out and were shutout themselves
Old Gym. due to a Joe Satriani
two goals and an assist on Friday. 12 times.
concert at the Event Center.
The volleyball teams last home
game against lowly New Mexico
State was a meager 325. The spanse
of the Event Center was quite
apparent. considering the facility
holds 5010 people.
Bay Area sports fans might want
to take over the mentality of the true
fans in the east and rnidwest, who
support their teams no matter what.
The Cubs and Red Sox. no matter
what kind of season either is having.
support their precious teams in
but we will make sure ifs finished with the
We can’t write it for you
attendances of over two million fans
utmost care. Quality reproduction Choice of paper and binding
annually. The Universities of
Friendly service. Everything you need to help you make the grade
Michigan and Ohio State have great
traditions. hut have constant
turnouts of 1(10010 people each
weekend. The teams are a main part
of the comnamity.
The (’its of San Jose might want
295-4336
295-5511
to rally around the Spartans and start
310S. Third St.
481 E. San Carlos St.
a new tradition of quality. well’
(Across from McDonald’s)
(Between 10th St 111h)
attended sporting events.
Why should the Spartans get the
recognition they deserve nationally.
when they can’t get the proper
support in their own hack yard?
1 he time to start the new Spartan
tradition was the beginning of the
season.

SJSU soccer season ends with loss

Term Papers
Finished
Here

Idnkoss.

the copy center

covering from arthroscopic knee
surgery. Lampkins was injured at
Washington during the second
game of the season.
Before his injury, Lampkins
looked like he would duplicate his
1989 All-Big West selection. He
had 16 tackles in the season-opener
against Louisville.
He picked up where he left off
when he entered in the second half
against the Titans and recorded
seven tackles in limited action.
"I felt great to he back and get
the first hit," Lampkins said. "It
was tough because I had to think
out there. You can’t play football
when you think."
With Lampkins and Colar back
in the lineup for SJSU’s final two
games, the entire squad knows the
imprartance the_defease_wilLplay,
dowrilhe stretch,.
"Our defense will be the key to
us reaching the California Bowl,"
said tailback Sheldon Canley.
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Apple
presents
some
incredible
after-school
activities.
If you’re getting ready to graduate with a BS/MS in Computer Science or Electrical, Industrial or Mechanical Engineering, come to our presentation. Because this is one after-school event that could change what you do with your
life, after school.

Thursday
November 8th, 1990
12:30-230 p.mStudent Union
Guadalupe Room
Apple computer has a corporate commitment to the print ipk of diversity. in that
spirit, we welcome applkations fnnn all individuals a 0111Cfl, ndnorities, veterans
and disahkd individuals are encouraged to appls

The power to be your best.’
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Experts watching California governor race
Associated Press
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The race for governor of California is being watched by political
insiders across the nation
and
especially in Washington
for
completely
different
reasons,
which have nothing to .do with
Feinstein or Wilson’s future prospects.
That is the obscure but important issue of reapportionment.
California will gain at least
seven seats in Congress in 1992,
increasing the state’s delegation
from 45 to 52 seats. Since Democrats have controlled the state Legislature for two decades and appear
certain to remain in control
through 1992. the only hope Republicans have to prevent another
Democratic gerrymander is the
veto power of a Republican governor.
Leaders of both parties say the
difference between a plan drawn
solely by Democrats and one negotiated a Democratic Legislature
and Republican governor could be
10 to 12 seats in Congress.
"This is the most important
election in the nation," AFL-CIO

President
campaigns
for GOP
HOUSTON (API President
Bush, campaigning hard for GOP
candidates in the final hours before
Tuesday’s elections, says people
should ignore "all these gloomy
assessments" about the national
m(x)d and just go vote.
The president is concentrating
on energizing campaign workers

ELECTION

Bush and Reagan
lend support
to Wilson

’This the most important election in the nation.’
Lane Kirkland,
AFL-CIO president

1990

Some cities
raise taxes
to beat 136

President Lane Kirkland, a strong
Democratic supporter, said of
Feinstein’s campaign.
"Ten seats in Congress is
what’s at stake," said former state
GOP chairman Bob Naylor. "Ten
votes could change the operating
majority. Think of how many important issues are decided by 10
votes."
Michele Davis, executive director of the Republican Governors
Association, says of the governor’s
races in the three states gaining the
most seats from the 1990 census
California, Texas and Florida
will "paint the portrait of whether
the Republican Party is going to be
competitive (in Congress) in the
1990s."
California’s ballot propositions
also have a track record of triggering similar political moves in other
states. The national tax revolt
sparked by Proposition 13 is the

most dramatic example, but California’s insurance, lottery and victim’s rights initiatives have also
encouraged similar movements in
other states.
This year, Proposition 128, the
Big Green omnibus environmental
initiative, is the ballot proposition
most watched around the nation.
Its fate on Tuesday will encourage
or discourage similar measures in
other states, and its pesticide, timber and ozone protection provisions could have far-reaching economic impacts.
California isn’t starting the antiincumbent,
throw-all-the-bumsout term limits movement. Voters
in Oklahoma approved the nation’s
first statewide term limits proposal
in September.
But California’s Proposition
140, with six and eight-year limits
on legislators, is far more drastic
than Oklahoma’s new 12-year

limit, and a California vote for
term limits would give the
movement national momentum.
Colorado is also voting Tuesday on
term limits.
The other California issue with
national implications is taxes.
The state that started the tax revolt a dozen years ago with Proposition 13 voted a statewide cigarette tax increase two years ago
and voted to double gasoline taxes
this past June.
On Tuesday. there are three
more statewide tax increase propositions on the ballot, a statewide
sales tax hike for anti-crime programs and two alcohol tax measures, plus an even dozen county
sales tax increase measures.
On the other side, Proposition
136 on the statewide ballot would
substantially restrict future tax increases by requiring two-thirds
voter approval in most cases.

and spurring voters to the polls as
the election looms with uncertainty
for the Republican Party.
Bush was spending his last full
day on the campaign trail today in
his adoptive home state of Texas,
trying to help gubernatorial contender Clayton Williams in his
close race against Democrat Ann
Richards.
Winding up an eight-state preelection tour. Bush was campaigning with Williams in Waco
and Tyler before returning to
Houston for a state Republican
Party reception.
On Sunday, Williams went to
church and a campaign phone bank
with Bush. then defended his fail-

ure to pay income taxes in 1986.
"I was fighting for my life in
1986. I didn’t pay any tax because
I didn’t have any income" due to
the economic downturn in Texas
from plunging oil prices at that
time, he told reporters.
Bush and Williams made voterturnout calls to registered Republicans on a list at a local GOP phone
bank.
The president accepted a reporter’s dare to call a name picked at
random from the phone book. It
turned out to be Democratic voter
Mary Johnson.
While reporters watched, hearing his end of the conversation but
not hers, Bush told her he hoped

she would vote for the GOP ticket.
"Will ya?" he asked in apparent
delight at her response.
But the woman later said in a
telephone interview that she would
vote for Richards, not Williams,
"because I’m not a Republican."
"I just told him I was going to
vote," she said. "I didn’t tell him
who I was going to vote for."
The president also sought by
telephone Sunday to boost Republican efforts in other states.

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Some local governments hurried to raise taxes before voters decide Tuesday on Proposition 136, which would
require a direct vote of the
electorate to increase or create local taxes.
The city of Downey
adopted a 3 percent utility tax
at a special meeting Tuesday.
Last week Lynwood adopted
an emergency 10 percent
utility tax and the San Diego
County Board of Supervisors
passed its first license tax for
businesses in unincorporated
areas.

THOUSAND OAKS (AP)
President Bush and former
President Reagan headlined
rallies for Pete Wilson’s gubernatorial campaign Saturday while Democrat Dianne
Feinstein. compared her race
to Harty Truman’s comefrom-behind election as president four decades ago.
While Wilson surrounded
himself with Republican big
names, including Bush, Reagan, Gov. George Deukmejian and comedian Bob
Hope, Feinstein took an Amtrak train on a Truman-style,
seven-city whistlestop tour
up the San Joaquin Valley
from Bakersfield to Stockton
with local Democratic candidates and comedian Chevy
Chase.

Bush gave telephone pep talks to
rallies held by Senate hopeful Hal
Daub in Nebraska, congressional
candidates Genevieve Atwood in

Cities including San Fernando, Compton and West
Hollywood have scheduled
meetings for Monday to vote
on taxes.
Under Proposition 136.
dubbed the "poison pill" initiative, majority voter approval would be required to approve any new or increased
general-purpose taxes. Special-purpose taxes would require two-thirds majority approval.

Utah and Wayne Gilcrest in
Maryland, and gubernatorial contenders Arl is Sturgulewski in
Alaska and Kay Orr in Nebraska.
Bush urged his listeners to "get
out and vote" on Tuesday. He told
the Alaskans, "I get sick and tired
of all these gloomy assessments
that I hear on television and read
about in the papers."
’We have a lot to be grateful for
in our country, and one of the
things is individuals can make a
difference."
He bemoaned "this cynical reporting we hear about, how everybody is gloomy and down in the
dumps
I don’t believe it. Alaskans have never been that way."

Municipal and other local
officials said they were distressed about what could
happen if the initiative passes
Tuesday.
"Anytime you cannot tax
or raise funds. I don’t know
how you can run a government, because you’re at the
mercy of someone else,"
said Compton Councilman
Maxey D. Filer.
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